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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an Internet information displaying apparatus for receiving information through the Internet, taking in the information, converting into video signals, and displaying on a CRT display or the like.

[0002] Recently, owing to the wide popularity of personal computers, information is transmitted and received widely by using the Internet.

[0003] The Internet is a network of multiple computers connected on a global scale, and various pieces of readable information are stored in individual computers. These pieces of information include E-mails, various programs, and home pages, which can be communicated in two ways. The home page corresponds to the title and table of contents of a piece of information, and by selecting a graphic menu (icon) or a word on the home page, the necessary information can be reviewed.

[0004] Therefore, recently, more and more users are using the Internet as the site of information presentation. It is the WWW (World Wide Web) that is noticed as the server for providing such information.

[0005] The reason why the WWW server is drawing attention is mainly due to the wide spread of the client software (browser) for retrieving information by using a graphical menu. By the development of such browser, it becomes easier to search information on the network, and the traffic volume to the WWW server increased rapidly, and the users have come to notice as the publicity media, and many users have come to use.

[0006] To read information of the WWW server, as mentioned above, the browser is needed. For example, the browser is disclosed in pages 164 to 167 of "Internet Handbook for Corporate Users", an extra output of Nikkei Communications published by Nikkei BP (November 30, 1994).

[0007] On the other hand, to review the information of WWW server by the Internet, conventionally, it was necessary to install the browser in the personal computer.

[0008] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing a conventional connection example of computer and Internet. In this connection example, a personal computer 107 is connected to a communication line 102 through a modem 108 or a terminal adapter, and through the communication line 102, it is further connected to a modem 103 or a terminal adapter of a provider which is a connection service firm. The modem 103 is connected to a server 104 which is the computer of the provider.

[0009] The server 104 is connected to the Internet 106 around the clock through a router 105 for setting a trunk route.

[0010] From the personal computer 107, a telephone call is made when necessary, and a connection is made to the Internet 106 through the server 104 of the provider (dial-up connection).

[0011] Among those not owning personal computer, there are many people wanting to use the Internet, but not daring to buy a personal computer. Some are hesitant to operate the personal computer. Among those people, it seems many people want to use the Internet, if possible, without using the personal computer.

[0012] In such background, lately, the Internet television allowing to use the Internet easily by the television receiver is proposed. That is, the Internet information is displayed by using the television receiver in the general household as the display of the personal computer. Accordingly, without having to purchase a personal computer, only a device for receiving the Internet information is built in or attached to the television receiver, and such device is easy to handle as compared with the personal computer, and the television receiver functions its original purpose while not reviewing the Internet information, which is very convenient for the user.

[0013] However, to review the information of WWW server of the Internet by such television receiver, it is necessary to connect once to the provider through the communication line. Only by connecting the communication line with the provider, the information can be acquired.

[0014] This connection by the communication line is made through a modem, and the users of personal computer who make communications can judge if connection is made or not as follows. That is, since the modem is sending data by sound signal and can be monitored, it is judged if the data is communicated or the telephone is connected by the sound.

[0015] Incidentally, when a function for receiving the Internet is incorporated in the television receiver, it is possible to wait while watching the television broadcast while connecting to the provider, and such function is generally desired because the user can wait without being bored until connected.

[0016] However, in case of receiving a television broadcast by television receiver or the like, it is usual for the sound of the television broadcast to be cast on a speaker of a receiver. In such case, in connecting a communication line, the judgment as to whether the connection is made by the sound from the modem or not cannot be made because the sound from the modem cannot be heard due to the casting through the speaker of the sound from the television broadcast.

[0017] The above fact is the same not only in the case of viewing the television program on the television broadcast but also while viewing the video signals from the VTR (video tape recorder) or LD (laser disk) player.

[0018] The present invention has been developed in the light of the situation as above, and its principal object is to make the connection condition by telephone line easily recognizable even under the condition where the video signal such as a television signal is being received and the sound is outputted from the speaker in an Internet information displaying apparatus like a television receiver equipped with Internet receiving function.
FIG. 5B is a schematic diagram showing an example of screen display of the first embodiment of the Internet information displaying apparatus according to the present invention;
FIG. 5C is a schematic diagram showing an example of screen display of the first embodiment of the Internet information displaying apparatus according to the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing an example of operation of the second embodiment of the Internet information displaying apparatus according to the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a time chart showing an example of operation of the second embodiment of the Internet information displaying apparatus according to the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the constitution of the third embodiment of the Internet information displaying apparatus according to the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a flow chart showing an example of operation of the third embodiment of the Internet information displaying apparatus according to the present invention;
FIG. 10A is a schematic diagram showing an example of screen display of conventional Internet information displaying apparatus;
FIG. 10B is a schematic diagram showing an example of screen display of conventional Internet information displaying apparatus;
FIG. 10C is a schematic diagram showing an example of screen display of conventional Internet information displaying apparatus;
FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing an example of constitution of the fourth embodiment of the Internet information displaying apparatus according to the present invention; and
FIG. 12 is a time chart showing an example of operation of the fourth embodiment of the Internet information displaying apparatus according to the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0027] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention will be illustrated with reference to the drawings.

[0028] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing an example of connection of an Internet television as an Internet information displaying apparatus according to the present invention with Internet.

[0029] According to this connection example, the Internet television 101 is connected with a communication line 102. In the Internet television 101, a modem is built in. The communication line 102 is connected with a modem 103 or a terminal adapter of a provider which is a connection service company, and the modem 103 is connected to a server 104 which is a computer of the provider.
[0030] The server 104 is connected to the Internet 106 around the clock, and is connected to the Internet 106 through a router 105 for setting the trunk route.

[0031] By predetermined operation, telephone call operation is automatically made from the Internet television 101, and connection is made with the Internet 106 through the server 104 of the provider (dial up connection).

[0032] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing an example of constitution of the first embodiment of the Internet television receiver as the Internet information displaying apparatus according to the present invention.

[0033] In FIG. 3, reference numeral 1 is a tuner, which carries out channel selection of the television wave input from the antenna 100 by the control from a microcomputer 14. The television wave selected by the tuner 1 is converted into an intermediate frequency by a VIF (video intermediate frequency) circuit 2 and given to a video detector 3. In the video detector 3, the video signal is detected, and outputted to the first switching unit 5 by amplified with the video amplifier 4.

[0034] To a first switching unit 5, there are inputted an output of the above video amplifier 4, an output of an OSD circuit 15 to be described later, and an output of a video output amplifier 20 for amplifying the video signal outputted by an Internet circuit 18. The first switching unit 5 outputs one of video signals to a CRT (cathode ray tube) 6 under control of the microcomputer 14.

[0035] Reference numeral 7 shows an SIF (sound intermediate frequency) circuit which detects an SIF signal from the output of the VIF circuit 2 and gives to a sound detector 8. In the sound detector 8, the sound signal is detected, and outputted to the second switching unit 10 by amplified with a sound amplifier 9.

[0036] To the second switching unit 10, there are inputted the output of the above sound amplifier 9 and an output of an sound output amplifier 20 for amplifying the sound signal outputted by the Internet circuit 18 to be described later. The second switching unit 10 outputs one of sound signals to a mixing circuit 11 by the control of the microcomputer 14.

[0037] To the mixing circuit 11, the output of the second switching unit 10 as described above and an output of a carrier amplifier 17 as described later are inputted, and the both are mixed to output to a speaker 12. Whereas the speaker 12 is shown in FIG. 3, there may be provided a headphone, earphone, etc. which generate audible sound instead of the above or in combination.

[0038] Reference numeral 13 shows a remote control unit or an operating unit of the front panel of the television receiver 1 (both not shown). By operating it with user, various instructions can be given to the microcomputer 14. The microcomputer 14 carries out various controls of the television receiver 1 according to the diversified instructions given from the outside by the user.

[0039] Reference numeral 15 shows the on-screen display circuit (hereinafter to be referred to as OSD circuit), which generates various on-screen character signals under control of the microcomputer 14 and outputs it to the first switching unit 5 as described above.

[0040] Reference numeral 16 is a modem, which is connected to a telephone line, and 17 is a carrier amplifier for amplifying the carrier sound from the modem 16.

[0041] Reference numeral 18 shows the Internet circuit, which receives an information data of Internet given from the modem 16 and converts it to a video signal, and outputs sound signal. The video signal outputted from the Internet circuit 18 is amplified by the video output amplifier 19 and outputted to the first switching unit 5. The sound signal outputted from the Internet circuit 18 is amplified by the sound output amplifier 20 and outputted to the second switching unit 10.

[0042] Next, the operation of the television receiver as the Internet information displaying apparatus of the present invention as above is explained.

[0043] At first, in viewing television broadcast, when the user operates the operating unit 13 to select the desired channel, a tuning voltage adapted to the selected channel is supplied to the tuner 1 from the microcomputer 14. And, the television signal of the selected channel is inputted to the VIF circuit 2, and the video signal is extracted by the video detector 3 and inputted to the video amplifier 4. On the other hand, in the SIF circuit 7, an SIF signal is detected from the output of the VIF circuit 2, and further, in the sound detector 8 the sound signal is extracted and supplied to the sound amplifier 9.

[0044] While the television broadcast is received, the television receiver outputs a video signal to the CRT 6 through connection of the first switching unit 5 to the video amplifier 4 by the microcomputer 14. By connecting the second switching unit 10 to the sound amplifier 9, the microcomputer 14 supplies a sound signal to the speaker 12 through the mixing circuit 11. With respect to the sound signal, adjustment of the sound volume is feasible by controlling the sound amplifier 9. This can be realized by the control of the sound amplifier 9 by the microcomputer 14 through operation of the operating unit 13 by the user.

[0045] On the other hand, in case the channel has been selected, the microcomputer 14 controls the OSD circuit 15 so as to generate a character signal to indicate the channel number. As a result, the character signal is outputted to the first switching unit 5 from the OSD circuit 15. At this time, the microcomputer 14 controls so that the first switching unit 5 inputs the character signal outputted from the OSD circuit 15 and output to the CRT 6.

[0046] The OSD circuit 15 can carry out various displays of not only the channel character as described above but also the displays in connection with the sound volume adjustment, various adjustment modes, etc.

[0047] Next, with respect to the operation of the television receiver as an Internet information displaying apparatus of the present invention in the case of receiving Internet information, the operation is explained with reference to the flow chart of FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B.

[0048] At first, when the user operates the operating unit 13 to select an Internet connection mode (S1), the
microcomputer 14 controls the OSD circuit 15 so as to switch over the display from the screen of receiving the television broadcast to the Internet menu screen (to show various information menus such as traveling, stock, etc.). When the user operates the operating unit 13 to select the desired information from the menu screen (S2), the microcomputer 14 transfers the data to the Internet circuit 18, and the Internet circuit 18 causes the modem 16 to start connection of the telephone line with the provider (S3). At this time, the microcomputer 14 changes over the menu screen to the television broadcast screen.

[0049] In case of not being the Internet connection mode, the screen remains receiving the television broadcast (S10).

[0050] When the modem 16 connects the telephone line (connected with the provider), carrier sound is outputted from the modem 16 (S4). Simultaneously with it, the information to indicate the start of connection of the telephone line is transmitted from the modem 16 to the Internet circuit 18, and further the information is supplied to the microcomputer 14.

[0051] On receipt of the information, the microcomputer 14 controls to lower the output level of the sound amplifier 9 for amplifying the sound signal of the television broadcast to a predetermined level. The sound signal whose sound volume has been lowered to a predetermined level by the sound amplifier 9 and the carrier sound outputted from the modem 16 are mixed by a mixing circuit 11, given to the speaker 12, and generated as audible sound (S5). By such operation, due to the automatic lowering of the sound volume of television broadcast, the carrier sound of the modem 16 can be heard even when the user is viewing the television broadcast.

[0052] Furthermore, in order to allow the user to hear the carrier sound more clearly, the output level of the carrier sound amplifier 17 is simultaneously controlled by the microcomputer 14 to increase the level of the carrier sound, thereby making it possible for the user to hear the carrier sound of the modem 16 more clearly. And furthermore, it may be so arranged that, by setting the output level of the sound amplifier 9 to "0", the sound signal of the television broadcast is muted to make only the carrier sound of the modem 16 outputted from the speaker 12.

[0053] From the microcomputer 14, a character signal indicating the fact of telephone line being connected is generated in the OSD circuit 15 and displayed by CRT 6 along with the television signal (S6). With respect to the example of display in this case, a message 32 "Connection is in progress. Please wait for a while." is displayed on the lower part of the screen 30, as shown in the schematic diagram of FIG. 5A. Alternatively, besides the message 32, a timer 31 may be displayed to give indication of the connecting time. In addition, in carrying out sound volume adjustment, the change of the channel sound having the mixture of the carrier sound and the sound signal may be allowed for the user to recognize visually by bar display outputted from the OSD circuit 15.

[0054] Further, when the telephone line is connected to the other party (provider), the data of the Internet information is received from the modem 16, so that the information to indicate completion of connection of the telephone line is transmitted to the microcomputer 14 through the Internet circuit 18 (S7).

[0055] By this operation, the microcomputer 14 controls the sound amplifier 9 and returns the sound volume of the television signal so as not to output the carrier sound (S8). Further, as shown in the schematic diagram of FIG. 5B, by OSD circuit 15, the connection time is displayed by the message 34 "Connection has been completed" and the display of the timer 33 (S9).

[0056] In case of the connection with the Internet, the data from the modem 16 are received in the Internet circuit 18 and the video signal and sound signal are outputted. The video signal is supplied to the first switching unit 5 through the video output amplifier 19, and the sound signal is supplied to the second switching unit 10 through the sound output amplifier 20, by which the information of the Internet can be received through the CRT 6 and the speaker 12.

[0057] In case the connection of the telephone line cannot be made in a predetermined time (no telephone line is connected) (S11), the microcomputer 14 controls the sound amplifier 9 in a manner to return the sound volume of the sound signal of the television signal to the original state to prevent the carrier sound from being outputted (S8). Furthermore, as shown in the schematic diagram of FIG. 5C, by the OSD circuit 15, the connection time is displayed by the message 36 "Connection has failed" and the display of the timer 35 (S9).

[0058] By the operation of the television receiver as an Internet information displaying apparatus of the present invention as above, the user can confirm the telephone line connection status by both sound and visual sense.

[0059] By the way, by the speaker 12, the connecting state of the telephone line is made audible not only in the carrier sound as described above but also in a sound of dialing (dial sound). The telephone line includes a pulse dial type and a tone dial type, which respectively show different dial sounds. Of these, the pulse dial is a type to generate pulses by the switch which mechanically turns ON/OFF. Accordingly, when the dial sound is outputted from the speaker 12, a problem occurs such that "pop noise" is generated to give unpleasant sound output.

[0060] In view of the above, in the second embodiment of the Internet information displaying apparatus of the present invention, the following countermeasures are taken to decrease the unpleasant sound. Hereinafter, explanation is given in reference to the flow chart of FIG. 6 and the time chart of FIG. 7.

[0061] In this second embodiment, the constitution itself is the same as that of Embodiment 1 shown in FIG. 3 above, and the different portions are only a part of the software controls of the microcomputer 14. Accordingly, in the following description, only the different portions are explained.

[0062] FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing the operation of
the second embodiment. In the flow chart of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B above, the step S4 and the step S5 are different, and in other steps the same operations are conducted, and therefore, the explanation on the part of the same operation is omitted.

At first, the operation until the modem 16 connects the telephone line with the provider (S3) is the same as that of the first embodiment. When the telephone line is connected, the microcomputer 14 confirms whether the present telephone line is a pulse type or a tone type (S100). In case of it being a pulse type, the microcomputer 14 confirms whether the present time is the period during which the modem 16 is generating the dial sound or not (dialing or not) (S101).

As a result, when the time is a dial pulse generating period, the microcomputer 14 controls so that the sound volume of the dial sound of the telephone line becomes smaller (S102). This dial sound is outputted with mixing with the sound signal of the television broadcast from the speaker 12 (S103). This processing is continued for the period in which the dial sound is generated. When the dial pulse generating period elapses, the microcomputer 14 controls to make the sound volume of the dial sound of the telephone line larger (S104). And, this dial sound of the telephone line and the sound signal of the television broadcast are mixed and outputted from the speaker 12 (S105). Needless to say, it is allowable for the telephone line condition to be on-screen displayed.

In the meantime, in case the telephone line is a tone type, the step may be advanced from step S100 to step S104 and the dial sound directly outputted with enlarged sound volume or applied in the same manner as in the pulse type.

When the above condition is viewed by the time lapse, the condition becomes as in the time chart shown in FIG. 7. Namely, according to the pulse type, during the non-connection with the Internet (a), the condition is somewhat muted, in the period of dialing the telephone line (b), the output sound volume of the modem 6 is small, in the period (c) which is the communication stage with the provider, the output sound volume of the modem 16 becomes large, and in the Internet connected period (d), it is muted. On the other hand, in the tone type, in the period of dialing the telephone line (b) and the period of communication with a provider, the output sound volume of the modem 6 is enlarged.

According to the second embodiment as above, the pop noise caused by the pulse type dial sound can be decreased.

Besides the embodiments mentioned above, there may be the third embodiment whose constitution example is shown in the block diagram of FIG. 8.

In the block diagram shown in FIG. 8, a DSP (digital signal processor) 37 is added to the constitution of the first embodiment to generate pseudo sound. The DSP 37 may be that built in the modem, or that additionally provided as a extra circuit.

Hereinafter, based on the block diagram of FIG. 8 and the flow chart of FIG. 9, the operation of the third embodiment is explained.

However, in the flow chart shown in FIG. 9 of the third embodiment, the only point of change is that the step S102 shown in the flow chart of FIG. 6 in the second embodiment as described above is changed to the step S106 which generates the pseudo tone, and other operations are unchanged.

Accordingly, in case the telephone line is a pulse type and dial sound is generated, in the dial pulse generating period, under control of the microcomputer 14, DSP 37 generates the sound simulating dial sound like “pip-pop-pa” in a tone type and outputs it to the speaker 12. At this time, the actually generated dial sound is controlled so as not to be outputted under control of the carrier amplifier 17 by the microcomputer 14. As to this pseudo tone, it may be so arranged as to output tone type sound corresponding to the pulse type sound, or utterly different effect sound.

As described in detail above, according to the third embodiment of the present invention, even in case the user is viewing the television broadcast, the connection operation condition of the telephone line can be confirmed by the dial sound.

By the way, in an ordinary television receiver, it is not the case for all the video signals received as television broadcast to be displayed but only the range called an effective scanning region in horizontal direction is displayed on the CRT 6. Namely, the period for scanning in horizontal direction is 63.5 μs of which the video signal is in the period of 54.6 μs. In a television receiver, display is made only for about 49 μs of the period (to be called an effective scanning line region) excluding the period of 5% at both ends of the video signal period (overscan region).

On the other hand, in the Internet information, due to the display of characters and pictures over full screen areas, when the images are converted into video signals, they are formed as video signals including an over-scan region, as previously mentioned. Accordingly, there is a problem that partial characters and picture images in the original Internet information come into the overscan region to make the screen image invisible with a television receiver (ref. FIG. 10B).

In order to prevent such a phenomenon, the Internet displaying apparatus of the present invention is designed in the following manner. Namely, in order to display the Internet information on the CRT 6 of a television receiver in the same manner as for displaying on a monitor for a personal computer, it may be arranged to make display on a screen of 640 dots in the horizontal direction and 480 dots in the vertical direction. To the convenience, because the number of the effective scanning lines in the vertical direction of the television receiver is 480, this can be easily realized. In order to obtain such screen size, the 640 dots in the horizontal direction may be met by the video signal region of one clock (0.07 μs) × 640 = 44.8 μs because one clock is 14.3 MHz. This
comes within the effective horizontal scanning line region of 49 μs which means that all the Internet information is to be displayed (ref. FIG. 10A).

By the way, when display is made as described above, the discontinued points of the video signals are also to be displayed, in which case the right and left periods having no video signal are set to black levels. However, as the video signal level shows sharp changes at the border line between the video signal and the black level, voltage fluctuation occurs in the high voltage circuit.

Here, explanation is made on the voltage fluctuation of the high voltage circuit. When a video signal level is developed suddenly from the black level, though no beam current of CRT 6 runs on a black level, on generation of a video signal, the beam current naturally flows out. And, as a high voltage is supplied to the CRT 6 from the high voltage circuit, the high voltage changes due to the flow of the beam current. This high voltage circuit is supplied from the fly back transformer (FBT), and a deflection operation in the horizontal direction is to be made from the FBT.

Accordingly, when the high voltage fluctuates, the deflection current in the horizontal deflection also changes, in other words, the amplitude changes, with the result that the size of the picture image in the horizontal direction (lateral direction) changes to give bend of picture images (ref. FIG. 10A). Especially, such defect is remarkable at the boundary of the video signals.

In a wide television receiver having an aspect ratio of 16:9, for example, the screen may be displayed in division into two areas. Concretely, there may be arranged to display a video signal of television broadcast on one screen, and a video signal of the Internet on the other screen. Even in such a case, it may be so arranged for the video signal obtained from the Internet information to be displayed with addition of the white level on the right and left boundaries as described above.

In view of the situation as mentioned above, the Internet information displaying apparatus of the present invention has also a function to make the boundary of the screen in which the Internet information is displayed less conspicuous. Hereinafter, the fourth embodiment of the Internet information displaying apparatus of the present invention having such function is concretely explained.

FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing an example of constitution of the fourth embodiment, which is made by remodelling a part of the block diagram of FIG. 3 which shows the constitution of the first embodiment above-mentioned. Namely, in the block diagram shown in FIG. 3, the video signal outputted from the Internet circuit 18 is directly inputted to the video output amplifier 19, but in this fourth embodiment, a switch 21 is provided between the Internet circuit 18 and the video amplifier 19. This switch 21 is connected at one input end to the level setting volume 23, and at the other input end to the Internet circuit 18, with the output end connected to the video amplifier 19. And, by an output (switching signal) of the two input logic (OR) circuits 22, the switch 21 is controlled. To one input of the logic circuit 22 is inputted a BLK pulse from the Internet circuit 18, and to the other input an HBLK pulse is inputted from the non-illustrated horizontal deflection circuit, respectively.

The constitution of other portions is the same as that of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 3.

Next, the operation of this fourth embodiment is explained with reference to the time chart of FIG. 12.

When a telephone line is connected and the Internet information is sent to the Internet circuit 18 through the modem 18, the Internet circuit 18 converts the Internet information (digital data) into a video signal and outputs it to the switch 21.

Also, to the other input end of the switch 21, a DC level which has been adjusted by the level setting volume 23 is inputted. This DC level is set so that the white level of the video signal becomes 30% - 50%.

On the other hand, from the Internet circuit 18, there is outputted as shown by (b) in FIG. 12, the blanking (BLK) pulse corresponding to the converted video signal period which is shown by (a) in FIG. 12. Also, the horizontal blanking (HBLK) pulse as shown by (c) in FIG. 12 for blanking the preceding and succeeding periods of the horizontal synchronizing signal is formed in the non-illustrated horizontal deflection circuit. These BLK pulse and HBLK pulse are inputted to the logic circuit 22, where a switching signal for switching the switch 21 as shown by (b) in FIG. 12 is outputted.

Accordingly, when the switch 21 is controlled by the switching signal which is an output signal of the logic circuit 22, the switch 21 outputs the video signal from the Internet circuit 18 to the video output amplifier 19 for the period in which the switching signal is "H", and switches the white level set by the level setting volume 23 to output to the video output amplifier 19 during the period in which the switching signal is "L". By this operation, there is supplied to the video output amplifier 19 from the switch 21 a DC level voltage in which a white level is set to a video signal as shown by (e) in FIG. 12.

The output from the video output amplifier 21 is outputted to the CRT 6 and displayed as described above. Accordingly, as shown in the above FIG. 10C, the right and left portions of the video signal are displayed as the predetermined white level (gray color), and the boundary with the video signal becomes less conspicuous.

As described above, according to the fourth embodiment, bend of picture images at the boundary between the video signal and the right and left blanking periods can be prevented, and the boundary thereof becomes less remarkable.

In the foregoing embodiments, description is made on the cases of the Internet information displaying apparatus of the present invention being applied to the television receiver, but the application is not limited to it. For example, reverse to the above embodiment, the Internet information display may be realized by incorporat-
Claims

1. An Internet information displaying apparatus, comprising:

- television signal receiving means (1) for receiving a television signal;
- video signal outputting means (3) for outputting a video signal by extracting from the television signal received by said television signal receiving means (1);
- displaying means (6) for displaying the video signal outputted by said video signal outputting means (3);
- sound signal outputting means (8) for outputting a sound signal by extracting from the television signal received by said television signal receiving means (1);
- audible sound generating means (12) for generating the sound signal as audible sound outputted by said sound signal outputting means (8);
- modulating/demodulating means (16) for transmitting and receiving the digital data through a telephone line by converting the digital data into a carrier signal by sound in transmitting, and by demodulating the carrier signal by sound into digital data at receiving;
- data converting means (18) for transmitting digital data to said modulating/demodulating means (16) and receiving digital data from said modulating/demodulating means (16), and converting the received digital data into a video signal; and
- converting video signal outputting means (5) for outputting the output from said data converting means (18) to said displaying means (6), characterized by further comprising:

- carrier signal outputting means (17) for outputting the carrier signal by the transmitting/receiving sound of said modulating/demodulating means (16);
- Telephone line sound outputting means (11) for giving sound signal generated in the telephone line to said audible sound generating means (12) and generating as audible sound;
- character signal generating means (15) for generating a character signal, and outputting it to said displaying means (6); and
- character signal generation controlling means (14) for detecting a transmitting/receiving condition of the digital data by said modulating/demodulating means (16), and controlling said character signal generating means (15) so as to generate a character signal to indicate the transmitting/receiving condition.

2. The Internet information displaying apparatus as set forth in Claim 1, wherein said telephone line sound outputting means is adapted to input the signal including the carrier signal from said carrier signal outputting means (17), and is adapted to output it by mixing with said sound signal to said audible sound generating means (12).

3. The Internet information displaying apparatus as set forth in Claim 1, further comprising sound volume controlling means (14) for controlling said sound signal outputting means (8).

4. The Internet information displaying apparatus as set forth in Claim 3, wherein said sound volume controlling means (14) is adapted to control the output level of the sound signal from said sound signal outputting means (8) to become lower in case of mixing the output from said telephone line sound outputting means (11) and for outputting it to said audible sound generating means (12).

5. The Internet information displaying apparatus as set forth in Claim 3, wherein said sound volume controlling means (14) is adapted to make the output level of the sound signal from said sound signal outputting means (8) “0” in case of mixing the output from said telephone line sound outputting means (11) and for outputting it to said audible sound generating means (12).

Patentansprüche

1. Anzeigegerät für Internetinformation, mit:

- Fernsehsignalempfangsmitteln (1) zum Empfangen eines Fernsehsignals;
- Videosignalausgabemitteln (3) zum Ausgeben eines Videosignals durch Extrahieren aus dem Fernsehsignal, das von den Fernsehsignalempfangsmitteln (1) empfangen worden ist;
- Anzeigmitteln (6) zum Anzeigen des Videosignals, das von den Videosignalausgabemitteln (3) ausgegeben worden ist;
- Tonsignalausgabemitteln (8) zum Ausgeben eines Tonsignals durch Extrahieren aus dem Fernsehsignal, das von den Fernsehsignalempfangsmitteln (1) empfangen worden ist;
- Hörschallerzeugungsmitteln (12) zum Erzeugen des Tonsignals, das von den Tonsignalaus-
gabemitteln (8) ausgegeben worden ist, als Hörschall;
Modulations-/Demodulationsmitteln (16) zum Übertragen und Empfangen der Digitaldaten durch eine Telefonleitung, indem die Digitaldaten beim Übertragen in ein Trägersignal von Ton umgewandelt werden und indem das Trägersignal von Ton bei Empfang in die Digitaldaten demoduliert wird;
Datumsumwandlungsmitteln (18) zum Übertragen der Digitaldaten auf die Modulations-/Demodulationsmittel (16) und Empfangen von Digitaldaten von den Modulations-/Demodulationsmitteln (16),
und Umwandeln der empfangenen Digitaldaten in ein Videosignal; und
Umwandeln der Videosignalausbabemittel (5) zum Ausgeben des Ausgangs von den Datenumwandlungsmitteln (18) auf die Anzeigemittel (6),
weiterhin gekennzeichnet durch:
Trägersignalausbabemittel (17) zum Ausgeben des Trägersignals durch Übertragen/Empfangen von Ton der Modulations-/Demodulationsmittel (16);
Telefonleitungstonausbabemittel (11) zum Geben des Tonsignals, das in der Telefonleitung erzeugt worden ist, an Hörschallerzeugungsmittel (12) und Erzeugen desselben als Hörschall;
Zeichensignalerzeugungsmitteln (15) zum Erzeugen eines Zeichensignals und Ausgeben desselben an die Anzeigemittel (6); und
Zeichensignalerzeugungssteuerungsmittel (14) zum Detektieren eines Übertragungs-/Empfangszustandes der Digitaldaten durch die Modulations-/Demodulationsmittel (16) und Steuern der Zeichensignalerzeugungsmittel (15), um ein Zeichensignal zu erzeugen, um den Übertragungs-/Empfangszustand anzuzeigen.

2. Anzeigegerät für Internetinformation nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Telefonleitungstonausbabemittel so ausgebildet sind, dass sie das Signal, welches das Trägersignal enthält, von den Trägersignalausgabe- mitteln (16) eingeben und so ausgebildet sind, dass sie es durch Mischen mit dem Tonsignal an die Hörschallerzeugungsmittel (12) ausgeben.

3. Anzeigegerät für Internetinformation nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin mit Tonvolumensteuerungsmitteln (14) zum Steuern der Tonsignalausbabemittel (8).

4. Anzeigegerät für Internetinformation nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Tonvolumensteuerungsmittel (14) so ausgebildet sind, dass sie den Ausgangspegel des Tonsignals von den Tonsignalausgabe- mitteln (8) steuern, damit er für den Fall des Mischens des Ausgangs von den Telefonleitungstonausbabemitteln (11) niedriger wird und zum Ausgeben desselben an die Hörschallerzeugungsmittel (12).

5. Anzeigegerät für Internetinformation nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Tonsignalausgabe- mittel (14) so ausgebildet sind, dass sie den Ausgangspegel des Tonsignals von den Tonsignalausgabe- mitteln (8) für den Fall des Mischens des Ausgangs von den Telefonleitungstonausbabemitteln (11) "0" machen und zum Ausgeben desselben an die Hörschaller- zeugungsmittel (12).

**Revendications**

1. Dispositif d'affichage d'informations de l'Internet, comprenant :
   - des moyens de réception de signal de télévision (1) pour recevoir un signal de télévision,
   - des moyens de sortie de signal vidéo (3) pour délivrer en sortie un signal vidéo par extraction à partir du signal de télévision reçu par lesdits moyens de réception de signal de télévision (1),
   - des moyens d'affichage (6) pour afficher le signal vidéo délivré en sortie par lesdits moyens de sortie de signal vidéo (3),
   - des moyens de sortie de signal sonore (8) pour délivrer en sortie un signal sonore par extraction à partir dudit signal de télévision reçu par lesdits moyens de réception de signal de télévision (1),
   - des moyens de génération de son audible (12) pour générer le son audible en tant que son audible délivré en sortie par lesdits moyens de sortie de signal sonore (8),
   - des moyens de modulation/démultiplexage (16) pour transmettre et recevoir les données numériques à travers une ligne téléphonique en convertissant les données numériques en un signal porteur par son à la transmission, et en démodulant le signal porteur par son en données numériques à la réception,
   - des moyens de conversion de données (18) pour transmettre des données numériques auxdits moyens de modulation/démultiplexage (16) et recevoir des données numériques desdits moyens de modulation/démultiplexage (16), et convertir les données numériques reçues en un signal vidéo, et
   - des moyens de sortie de signal vidéo de conversion (5) pour délivrer en sortie la sortie desdits moyens de conversion de données (18) auxdits moyens d'affichage (6),
   - caractérisé en ce qu'il comporte de plus :

2. Anzeigegerät pour Internetinformation nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Telefonleitungstonausbabemittel so ausgebildet sind, dass sie das Signal, welches das Trägersignal enthält, von den Trägersignalausgabe- mitteln (16) eingeben und so ausgebildet sind, dass sie es durch Mischen mit dem Tonsignal an die Hörschallerzeugungsmittel (12) ausgeben.

3. Anzeigegerät pour Internetinformation nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin mit Tonvolumensteuerungsmitteln (14) zum Steuern der Tonsignalausbabemittel (8).

4. Anzeigegerät pour Internetinformation nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Tonvolumensteuerungsmittel (14) so ausgebildet sind, dass sie den Ausgangspegel des Tonsignalausgabe- mittel (8) steuern, damit er für den Fall des Mischens des Ausgangs von den Telefonleitungstonausbabemitteln (11) niedriger wird und zum Ausgeben desselben an die Hörschallerzeugungsmittel (12).
des moyens de sortie de signal de porteuse (17) pour délivrer en sortie le signal porteur par la transmission/réception de son desdits moyens de modulation/démodulation (16), des moyens de sortie de son de ligne téléphonique (11) pour émettre un signal sonore dans la ligne téléphonique auxdits moyens de génération de son audible (12) et le générer en tant que son audible, des moyens de génération de signal de caractère (15) pour générer un signal de caractère, et le délivrer en sortie auxdits moyens d’affichage (6), et des moyens de commande de génération de signal de caractère (14) pour détecter une condition de transmission/réception des données numériques par lesdits moyens de modulation/démodulation (16), et commander lesdits moyens de génération de signal de caractère (15) de manière à générer un signal de caractère afin d’indiquer la condition de transmission/réception.

2. Dispositif d’affichage d’informations de l’Internet selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits moyens de sortie de son de ligne téléphonique est adapté pour délivrer en entrée le signal incluant le signal porteur provenant desdits moyens de sortie de signal porteur (17), et est adopté pour l’envoyer, en le mélangéant audit signal sonore, auxdits moyens de génération de son audible (12).

3. Dispositif d’affichage d’informations de l’Internet selon la revendication 1, comportant de plus des moyens de commande de volume de son (14) pour commander lesdits moyens de sortie de signal sonore (8).

4. Dispositif d’affichage d’informations de l’Internet selon la revendication 3, dans lequel lesdits moyens de commande de volume de son (14) est adopté pour commander le niveau de sortie du signal sonore desdits moyens de sortie de signal sonore (8) pour qu’il devienne plus faible en cas du mélange de la sortie provenant desdits moyens de sortie de son de ligne téléphonique (11) et de son envoi auxdits moyens de génération de son audible (12).

5. Dispositif d’affichage d’informations de l’Internet selon la revendication 3, dans lequel lesdits moyens de commande de volume de son (14) est adopté pour commander le niveau de sortie du signal sonore provenant desdits moyens de sortie de signal sonore (8) pour le rendre égal à "0" en cas de mélange de la sortie desdits moyens de sortie de son de ligne téléphonique (11) et de son envoi auxdits moyens de génération de son audible (12).
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